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Remy Bumppo Theatre Company, but still makes occasional
house calls, in addition to completing his commitment to play
King Arthur in Light Opera Works' Camelot.
Ryan Bourque is a graduate of the Columbia College theater
program, a member of The Inconvenience theater company and
a freelance actor/fight designer on the storefront circuit.
Derek Gaspar is a graduate of the Theatre School at DePaul
University and is curently acting in the Tracy Letts adaptation
of Three Sisters at Steppenwolf.
Christopher Walsh is a member of Lifeline Theatre Company
where he acts, writes and recently shook the floor in Watership
Down dwing the seismographic battle of the lapine titans.
Zach Livingston, after graduating from James Madison
University, taught in Korea and trained in Thailand. He
freelances as an actor and as a fight designer, recently becoming
a member of Commedia Beauregard.

CALL FOR COPY
Moulinet: An Action Quarterly now has its own website! Log
onto it at www.actionquarterly.com
WE WANT YOUR STORIES ! Our goal is to bring you news,
information and anecdotes on the topic of stage combat. We can't
do it without your contributions, so tell us what you want to know
or what you think we should know. Got some fighting words?
Send them to Moulinet: An Action Quarterly.
ARTICLES, INTERVIEWS, FEATURES
Reviews

-

100-300 words.

- 3 00-

1

000 words.

Mail all submissions to MOULINET,

P.O. Box 392, La Grange, Illinois, 60525

or e-mail to
fightingwords@hotmail.com (include ground-mail address and/or
telephone number) Payment in copies. All rights return to
the authors.

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE rS AUGUST 31,2012
- $5 for l-25 words, $10 for 26-50 words. (Boxes,
graphics, etc., $10 with camera-ready copy.)
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A Terrific Combat! ! ! , edited by Tony Wolf, with a forward
by William Hobbs. Published by Lulu Press. A refreshingly
entertaining compilation of documented and anecdotal commentary
on theatrical combat from 1900 to 1920, by the cultural fight
consultant for the Lord ofthe Rings film trilogy. For further
information and to order, log onto www.lulu.com.
Renaissance Men: The True Story of the Hanlon-Lees Action
Theater, DVD documentary by Kevin Leeser, starring the stunttroupe whose debut in 1977 becune the prototype for American
Renaissance Faire jousts to this day. For ordering information, log
onto www.3alarmcarnival.com
Sword of Hearts, DVD film by Sword And Cloak Productions.
A swashbuckling tale of adventure and intrigue in the style of The
Three Musketeers, filmed on the grounds of the Bristol Renaissance
Faire and Stronghold Medieval Retreat, starring Kathrynne Ann
Rosen, Zach Thomas, Amy Harmon and Travis Estes. For order
information, log onto www.swordandcloak.com.
Welcome To Reality, DVD by Lokean Productions. What happens
when a group of fantasy-gamers enlist the aid of a Medieval
History scholar to embark on an adventure in l0th-century Italyas it really was? For information, log onto www.CreateSpace.com
or e-mail lokean @ gmail.com.

THE GALLERYBOOKSTORE at 923 WestBelmontAve.
has back issues of Morzlinet: AnAction Quarterly. They are now
also available on-line through Advanced Book Exchange, Gallery
Bookstore Ltd. inventory number 060 (Abe@Abebooks.com).
Price, $4 per issue. For further information, phone William
Fiedler at Gallery Bookstore (773) 975-8200 or e-mail;
ChgosOldst

@

voyager.net

MIXED.MARTIAL VICTORIAN:
The Curious Art of Bartitsu
The proliferation of Renaissance Faires in the
1970s made for renewed how-to interest in mounted

jousts. George Lucas' Star Wars in IgT6launched a
craze for Medieval swordplay as translated to futuristic light-saber combat. For twenty-first century
fantasy warriors, however, the martial art of choice
dates from Victorian England, albeit with roots
extending from colonialist Asia to science-fiction
role-play games today.
In 1903, after eight years of finding himself beset
by irate readers-many of them dowagers accosting
him on the street to strike him with their parasols and
vilify him for killing the most famous detective in
En glish literature-S ir Arthur Conan Doyle r ealized
the necessity of resunecting Sherlock Holmes. This
internationally-famous sleuth was last seen locked in
mortal conflict with his archenemy, the crime-lord
Moriarty-a struggle that sent them both hurtling over
Reichenbach Falls to a watery grave. Ah, but what
explanation could the author offer for his hero's
unlikely-some would say impossible-survival against
such odds?
The answer was "Bartitsu" (or "Baritsu", in
Doyie's spelling), a cross-training martial art combining Asian and European fighting styles developed
by E.W. Barton-Wright, whose School of Arms
offered instruction therein until its closing in 1902.
Decades before Bruce Lee courted controversy by his
promotion of eclectic techniques for self-defense, this
combination of British bare-knuckle boxing, French
kick-fighting, Swiss "schwingen" wrestling, Kodokan
judo and Ko-ryu jujitsu (encompassing Shinden Fudo
Ryu, Fusen and Daito-Ryu) enjoyed an intense, if
brief, vogue among civil patrols and self-styled
guardians seeking a means of physical restraint
posing minimal danger to bystanders.
After lapsing into obscurity for nearly a century,
Bartitsu's current popularity might be attributed to the
enthusiastic reception of Guy Ritchie's Sherlock
Holmes movies starring Robert Downey, Jr. and Jude
Law, or to the cult of Steampunk (afin-de-siicle
SCA). Fight historian Tony Wolf, however, feels that
the sources of its revival are more complex.
"There's actually very little crossover from the
Sherlock Holmes societies, because the percentage of
Sherlockians who also take an active interest in
martial arts is small." Steampunk, he adds, seems to
be more spectator-oriented than hands-on, though he
finds the psychological dynamic interesting. "Bartitsu

demonsffations at Steampunk events have made for

intriguing re-contextualization from martial arts
training into a fandom activity. A Steampunk couple
attended one of my Bartitsu seminars specifically so
that they could learn some 'fighting poses' for a
costumed photo-shoot."
Several plays-Jelcyll & Hyde, Sweeney Todd, any
of several adaptations of Doyle's stories-offer
opportunities for introducing Bartitsu into their
action. "Aspects of Bartitsu would be appropriate for
nearly any story set circa 1900, though it's more
typically taught as a martial art than as stage combat." Wolf concedes.
The Babes With Blades'upcoming production of
Reina Hardy's Susan Swayne and the Bewildered
Bride would seem the perfect showcase for Bartitsu
as theatrical violence, the title character being a lady
detective-one of a sorority of women sharing that
occupation-in Victorian London. Can Bartitsu be
executed by women wearing corsets and bell skirts?
Wolf sees no reason why not. "Over the past several
years, I've served as a consultant for four separate
plays featuring women of this era defending themselves in fights-one of them involving a squad calling
itself the 'Jujitsuffragettes", based on the jujitsutrained bodyguards who protected Mrs. Pankhurst
and her protesters from assault. In the course of my
research, I found vintage photographs showing ladies
clad in fashionable attire demonstrating self-defense,
though their actual training at the time was camied
out with participants garbed in jujitsu jackets,
bloomers and stockings."
Didn't an advertisement for the School of Arms
depict a dainty young lady thrashlng several burly
attackers with her frilly umbrella? Was what she was
doing related at all to Japanese cane-fighting?
"You're thinking of Pierre Vigny, the Bartitsu Club's
savate and stick-fighting instructor, and his wife
(known to us only by her professional name, 'Miss
Sanderson', by the way)" Wolf corrects me, "His
self-defense techniques utilizing walking-canes,
parasols or umbrellas are not Japanese at all-though
there may be a jujitsu influence. The bulk of his
system was his own radical reformation of FrancoSwiss stick fighting."
Bartitsu buffs will have a chance to meet and
swap chops in September when Chicago's newlyopened Forteza Fitness and Martial Arts center hosts
its first Bartitsu School of Arms conference and
seminar (for information, log onto www.bartitsu.org/
index.php/the-bartitsu-school-of-arms-chicag o-20 lZ).
This three-day workshop will feature training tutorian

als conducted by Wolf, along with James Marwood,
Allen Reed and Mark Donnelly-faculty representing a total of three countries. Also scheduled is
an excursion to the authentic 1870s-era gymnasium
at the Hegeler Carus estate, as well as a Sherlock

Holmes-themed martial-arts obstacle course that
Wolf dubs the "Antagonisticathlon."
A recent article in the health section of the
Chicago Tribune recommended Bartitsu as exercise
for the whole body, promoting mental alertness as
well as physical agility. Wolf does not deny this
aspect, "My classes emphasize what I call 'combat
improvisation', which is a very intuitive approach,
where we constantly shift between formal pre-set
material and improvised combinations. The in-class
exercises, frequently incorporating different types
of sparring, are certainly beneficial to general
wellness, too."
"My own interest in reviving Bartitsu is twofold,
albeit mostly academic. First, I want to preserve what
we know of the historical Bartitsu, but I also wantinsofar as anyone can-to pick up the cross-training
experiments where Barton-Wright left off, pursuant
to imagining how it might have developed if his
school had continued to flourish up until, say, the
start of World War One."

Reconstructing intercultural evolution in a hypothetical universe sounds very much like the kind of
adventure Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and his contemporaries-Jules Verne, Robert Louis Stevenson, H'G.
Wells-might envision. How good it is for us to know
that the heroes at the dawn of the scientific age were
prepared to battle villains when the conflict came
down to old-fashioned, rough-and-tumble, Piccadilly
street fighting.

THE BUTCHER OF BARABOO
frght design by Ryan Bourque
Scarcely a week has gone by this year without
a fight by Ryan Bourque available for viewing
somewhere on the Chicago theatre scene. During
one stretch in the spring, you could have seen
Bourque's handiwork in any of three shows, running
simultaneously: a street-mel6e in Hit The Wall at
Steppenwolf, some non-contact swings and kicks in
Victory Gardens' We Are Proud to Present... and at
Red Orchid, The Butcher of Baraboo.
Merely the word "butcher," coupled with the
presence in the kitchen of the instruments associated

with the title character's trade, would be menacing
enough. The introduction of a half-gallon jug of beef
blood in the refrigerator and aditzy cop waving a.44
automatic police-special raises the Grand Guignol
potential, as does our lady slaughterer's propensity,
when angered, to manhandle those who annoy her as
if they were destined to become-well, dead meat.
So when officer Gail requires subduing, brawny
Valerie catches her by the hair, like grasping a
rooster's topknot, and twists her head back to expose
her throat as one would a chicken ready for the pot.
More grisly is the scene where Valerie interrogates
her teenage daughter by, literally, hog-tying the young
woman, roping her arms behind her and laying her
out on the table with her neck on the chopping block.
She then proceeds to rant at her captive like a latterday Sweeney Todd, brandishing a gleaming cleaver
high in the air.
Since audiences at Red Orchid are typically
seated within splashing distance of the stage, playgoers flinched in anticipation of flying gore (though
fight insiders were more inclined to speculate on
whether the stage blood was the new washable kind).
Witnesses report an audible sigh of relief heard
throughout the auditorium after the play's action
turned away from the prospectof homicide, and the
cutlery was safely restored to its resting place.

CORLEONE
fight design by Zach Livingston
From Mario Puzo's 1969 besrselling novelThe
Godfather to Jacobean tragedy is only a short step,
and since 2012 marks the fortieth anniversary of
Francis Ford Coppola's award-winning film, why
shouldn't Commedia Beauregard, the Minnesota
company whose artistic focus'is theater-in-translation,
reverse the chronology to forge from the modern
crime-family saga a serious textual adaptation
adhering to the literary sensibilities of audiences
during the reign of Elizabeth I (should such a
demographic be discovered today in need of entertainment). For the writers who refashioned Charles
Dickens' venerable fable to reflect the warrior culture
and language of a fictional kingdom to give us
The Klingon Christmas Carol, turning back the clock
from 1946 to 1646 is as easy as "My father, who
would not insult excuse/did make him an offer he
could not refuse."
The first rule of time-travel for fight designer
ZachLivingston is the absence of modern firearms-

no machine guns, automatic pistols or revolvers. In
the novel and film, Sonny Corleone is murdered in
a shower of bullets, but now he meets his doom
when he is ambushed by three assassins-armed,
respectively, with sword, dagger and pike-each of
whom strike their victim several mortal blows as he
struggles in vain to fend off his attackers.
Michael Corleone's stealth kill of a rival gangster
and the policeman on his payroll, perpetrated in a
restaurant, involves a cup into which a poisoned pearl
is dropped-yes, just like in Hamlet-with the
imbiber's subsequent alarm spuning the killer to
retrieve an envenom'd dagger taped to the bottom of
the table to slit his prey's throat. Then again, some
methods of ending an enemy's life require little
alteration from one age to the next: Luca Brassi is
still strangled, albeit with the messenger who brings
word of his demise specifying "piano wire,' as the
fatal weapon. Likewise, Costanza,s abuse by her
husband, along with the revenge inflicted on that
spouse by her incensed brother, is left unchanged.
Slaps, punches and kicks are timeless.

TMMEDIATE FAMTLY
fight design by Nick Sandys
Paul Oakley Stovall's comedy about uneaSy '
revelations at an African-American clan reunion
doesn't specifically mention a fight, but when
director Phylicia Rashad requested some familyfracas from actors largely untrained in combat skills,
the Goodman Theatre's favorite 911 Knight, Nick
Sandys, was called in and given three one-hour
sessions to cook up a bit of domestic violence.
Setting up the action are the escalating tensions
exacerbated by a particularly competitive game of
bid-whist. The skirmish is triggered by half-sister
Ronnie hurling her wine glass at the wall, where it
shatters in a splash of merlot. Eldest sibling Evy takes
umbrage at this impertinence, and the two women
close in fury. Other family members are quickly
caught up in the ensuing scuffle as they attempt to
separate the combatants.
"I wanted a playground brawl," Sandys explains,
"I asked Evy what she intended to do to Ronnie, and
she answered, 'pull her hair.' I asked Ronnie the
same, and was told, 'punch her in the face.'We
proceeded from there, adding the interference
business-foot stomps, finger twists, tackles,
takedowns, two falls over the coffee table-all of
it simple and petty, but funny, too."

To audiences, the resulting mel6e was suggestive
of a football pile-on (or, for fight insiders, a fivehanded version of the familiar ,.waltzing-bear
grapple"). Its placement at that precise point in the
scene, however, was exactly what was needed to
diffuse the potential alarm introduced by Ronnie,s

wanton destruction of property. Any playgoers
fearing an onset of serious violence were quickly
reassured of the participants' inability to inflict any
genuine harm on one another.

THE CRIPPLE OF INISHMAAN
fight design by Derek Gaspar
Alley staging fares best in small auditoriums
with high ceilings, with Redtwist's ranking among
Chicago's five smallest. (For those keeping score, the
others are Profiles, Gift, Heartland and the studio at
Luna Central.) When actor and audience are barely
thrusting distance apart, though, you can't fake it like
you can in opera houses. Derek Gaspar, happy to say,
not only has the advantage of abundant experience
working in Redtwist's storefront, but also of his
frequent fight partner, Chris Rickett, playing the
perpetrator of the harshest thuggery in this early
Martin McDonagh tale of rural malcontents.
Still, The Cripple of Inishmaan is as close to
sentimentality as McDonagh gets, so while the action
reflects the remorseless cruelty engendered by
squalor and boredom, the violence is curiously
inconsequential. A young girl's propensity foi
bullying helpless boys never renders her any less
charming, even when she twists her brother's arm
behind his back (a maneuver requiring her to lift it
high into the air-isn't that cute?), or drags his head
down by the hair to her eye-level before breaking
eggs thereon. On the contrary, this is all staged ai
tom-and-jerry fun, as is her boast later in the play to
have accepted payment for murdering not one, but
two, innocent animals.
A brawny boatman holding an elderly gossip at
bay while pelting him with stones, and a severe
beating inflicted on the disabled lad of the title, are
harder to sell as harmless horseplay. There is no
lingering over the horror of the act, however, nor of
the bloody wounds (applied offstage after the victim
has fallen through a doorway leading thereto).
Indeed, the readiness with which the objects of this
abuse shrug off their insult serves to heighten our
understanding of the misanthropy endured by these
island denizens with no choice but to forgive those
who mistreat them.

THE DUCHESS OF MALFI

ROMEO JULIET

frght design by Brandon Bruce and Chris Walsh

fight design by Ryan Bourque

When your production concept imposes a keening
and korybanting chorus from classical tragedy on the
sensually vulgar universe of Jacobean drama, then
locates these two diverse performance styles in a

"magic circle" bare of furniture, what happens to the
violence indispensable to the latter, but that would
have been kept offstage in the former?
The execution-by-strangling of the Duchess
involves staging it in a formal quasi-Japanese
manner, with the two murderers winding an ornate
black cord around their prisoner's neck, then drawing
the long ends out in a diagonal line extending from
corner to corner of the playing space, exposing
them to audience on all three sides of the auditorium.
When the moment arrives for the coup de grAce,
the assassins appear to pull in opposite directions to
tighten the noose.
In contrast to her mistress' serene acceptance of
the inevitable, however, Carola the maidservant
struggles mightily against her fate, caroming from
one section of the stage's perimeter to another in her
attempts to repel her attackers until one of them
finally catches her in a neck-snap. Later, during the
final showdown between Bosola, the Duke and the
Cardinal, the open area facilitates a number of fullcross running charges.
An unobstructed view devoid of scenery or
shadows has its downsides, too: no scene breaks
for mopping up spilled blood, no murky alcoves or
crannies for camouflaging point-of-impacts (the
latter conditions mandating mostly torso-to-torso
stabbings). Explains co-fight designer Chris Walsh,
"For the final confrontation, Bosola's rapier is
matched against Ferdinand's dagger because the
stage was too small for a full sword vs. sword duel.
Besides, Ferdinand's mental state-he imagines
himself to be a wolf by now-led us to think that he'd
be incapable of handling a long blade."
Most problematic, however, was disposal of the
corpses generated mid-stage, the challenge lying in
the shifting of ostensibly lifeless (and seldom lighr
weight) bodies into position for schlepping. "Julia is
slung over his shoulder, fireman-style, but since the
duchess' death precipitates a reversal in Bosola's
sympathies, he lifts her up-with the help of the
chorus-in a gentle, almost ceremonial manner."

The stage for this Hypocrites production is
delineated by a room-sized rug, about ten-by-ten feet
square. We are seated on a single row of banquettes
ranged around its perimeter. Furniture includes a
butcher-block coffee table holding four sturdy
swords. A cast of four actors, wearing rehearsal
clothes, play all the roles in a play assembled from
fragments of Shakespea.re's classic tragedy and
Felice Romani's libretto for Bellini's opera,l
Capuleti e I Montecchi.The source for the latter are
the 13th-century Italianfabulae before they made
their way across the channel. This means that Romeo
and his sidekick, Lorenzo, as well as swaggering
Tebaldo and effete Paris, are now trained soldiers in
warring political factions, not spoiled rich kids
embroiled in a family feud.
The ubiquitous Ryan Bourque, fortunately, is
well-versed at boat-in-the-bottle violence-not only
the minimal-movement precepts set down by SAFD
fight master David Woolley, rendered familiar to a
fault in this city of loft and storefront auditoriums,
but combinations developed in collaboration with the
production design staff.
In the early expository scenes, spoken references
to the conflict raging outside the palace walls are
accompanied by the distant ring of steel-on-steel,
produced by a single actor tapping blades together.
After we have come to associate the weapons more
by the sound they make than by their appearance, a
duel begins with the two opponents charging one
another at a run with swords drawn, but held low.
They beat the blades once as they pass, then turn to
face the center ofthe stage, where they execute onetwo strikes with blades held high. This is sufficient
to suggest violence more extensive than what we
actually see, even without the anticipation engendered by the actors' warnings to spectators positioned
in the line of attack, alerting them to the ooooh-sounlikely prospect of something going awry.

FTSH

MEN

fight design by Edward Torres
For C6ndido Tirado's parable of men battling with
themselves and with each other under the guise of
orderly sport, the Goodman's Owen Theatre has been
configured to seat audience on four sides ofwhat
purports to be a city park where chess players gather

for friendly-and occasionally profitable-gaming. In

this environment with no "offstage", however, even
though an incensed contender brandishing an automatic pistol is coaxed by the oldest in the group into
surrendering it, the problem then faced by the actors
is what to do with the gun.
The solution proposed by director Edward Torres
is a lesson in firearms safety. Faced with disposal of
a weapon, in a public setting where nobody wants to
attract attention, the peacemaker first persuades the
owner to slide the dangerous object across the table,
then carefully lifts it on the palms of his hands as he
beckons a trustworthy companion to take it from
him. The latter then retreats from the scene of the
altercation, lowering the firearm as he does and
removing the ammunition clip, afterward-and only
afterward-securing the shooting iron out of sight and
harms's way.

BLADES TRIUMPH OVER BEASTS
AND BEAT.DOWNS
_ -'The competition for the 2012 non-equity fight
Jeffs was a triple-entry contest pitting swashbuikles
against bare-knucks against tooth-and-claw, but once
again, the Jeff Committee voted for the dazzle of
flashing blades in big arenas, choosing Matt Hawkins
to be the recipient of the Joseph Jefferion award for
Outstanding-Fight Design-an accolade reflecting
only one of his contributions to House Theatre oT
Chicago's Cyrano, adapted by Hawkins from the
1897 Rostald play into a character study on a nearlybare stage, featuring a Josh Groban-likeBergerac
seated
1a piano. Hawkins then directed the resulting
text.to highlight the three-way dynamic presented b/
our brooding curmudgeon's regard for tfie woman h-e
loves and the man that she loves-the latter of whom
Hawkins allows to die in a blaze of martial glory,
slashing away with a saber in each hand as 6e seflessly covers his regiment's retreat in a heroic suicide
hearkening to his mentor's hundred-on-one duel in
the first scenes of the play.

The lesson taught by the nominations of the last
few years in this category-occurring more frequently
than ever before in the history of the Jeffs-might bethat multiple fights make moie of an impressi6n than
a single display of violence, however flishy it may
be. If so, the revelation this year was the atientiorr
bestowed upon fights with obstacles. The actor
playing Cyrano, for example, must be conscious at
all.times of his prosthetic nose, in constant danger of
being knocked comically awry by a blow, a bruih or
even a sudden movement of the wearer's head. David
Woolley's climactic showdown in Superior Donuts

matched opponents played by men of-ahem!advanced years, while Richard Gilbert and David
Gregory, in configuring R & D Choreography,s
battles for the animal-warriors of Lifeline th-eatre,s
Watership Down, underwent extensive research in
order to determine the precise physical capabilities
of the zoological species undei scrutiny.
So what lies ahead for the artists who trade in
fauxfencing and fisticuffs? Given the rapidlyexpanding number of productions incorporaiing
stage combat into their action, it could just be that
this long-ignored discipline has finally come into its
own. Look for what was this year, for the first time,

identified as "Fight Design"-not "Fight Choreography"-to continue in its bid for the respect due a
theatrical skill deserving of a place alongside the
more traditional crafts.

BROKEN HEART SENDS SWORDSMAN
TO THE BENCH
Swordsmen fans at the Bristol Renaissance Faire
on opening weekend were shocked to find their
beloved Guido Crescendo missing in action for the
first time in twenty-one years. His absence, they were
told, was the result of a poem entitled .,pyrate of
Love," authored by the self-proclaimed,,bold and
stupid" courtier and presented during an-ahem!
"private audience" with Hqr Royal Highness.
All was proceeding weil until the'i-ovesick suitor
declaiming his desires to his lady-love invoked a
wish "to taste the nectar of thy peach"-an image
o'erstepping the bounds of modesty and promptly
leading to its composer being clapped inio thJtower.
Nephew Bravo Crescendo was summoned to
fulfill contracts with Bristol's Lord Mayor, though
it is hoped that Guido may be released from his confinement by August to resume schooling
would-be gentlefolk in the art of courtly behavior.
It's not a bad ruse, for one conceived in such
haste. Now the facts: the real-life Guido Crescendo,
aka David Woolley, suffered a likewise real-life heart
attack late in May. After surgeons installed some
artificial equipment in his chest and issued a few
stern warnings regarding cholesterol and smoking,
he had recovered sufficiently to be seen on the
fairegrounds in July, clad in civilian gear, training
understudy Sam Hubbard in the comedy-combatlhat
continues to make the duo of Guido and his partner,
Dirk Perfect, aka Doug Mumaw, a headliner at
RenFaires throughout the United States.
So let this be a lesson to all you cavaliers and
cavalidres! Be moderate in your consumption of the
new-world tobacco and of your native country,s
bully-beef and Italian pies. Remember, always, that
the exhortation to "bold and stupid" deeds is only
play-acting, and conduct yourselves wisely.

"Ihave some knowledge of
baritsu, aJapanese system of
wrestling, which has more than
once been very useful to me."
Holmes

-Sherlock
(Sir Arthur Conan Doyle) "t'
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